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direction to a junction with state route number 82 at the Thrall road
interchangel
(28) State route number 901, beginning at a junction with state route
number 90 in the vicinity west of Issaquah, thence northerly to the west of
Lake Sammamish to a junction with state route number 908 in the vicinity
of Redmond. If the description of state route number 901 is changed after
the effective date of this act, the revised route shall retain its status as part
of the scenic and recreational highway system.
Passed the Senate February 7, 1990.
Passed the House February 28, 1990.
Approved by the Governor March 28, 1990.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State March 28, 1990.

CHAPTER 241
[Senate Bill No. 6303]
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
AN ACT Relating to pedestrians; amending RCW 46.04.400, 46.61.055, 46.61.060, 46.61.235, 46.61.240, 46.61.250, 46.61.266, 46.61.370, and 46.61.375; adding a new section to
chapter 46.37 RCW; and adding a new section to Title 28A RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. Section 46.04.400, chapter 12, Laws of 1961 and RCW 46.04.400 are each amended to read as follows:
'Pedestrian" means any person who is afoot or who is using a wheelchair or a means of conveyance propelled by human power other than a
bicycle.
Sec. 2. Section 8, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. as amended by
section 19, chapter 62, Laws of 1975 and RCW 46.61.055 are each amended to read as follows:
Whenever traffic is controlled by traffic control signals exhibiting different colored lights, or colored lighted arrows, successively one at a time or
in combination, only the colors green, red and yellow shall be used, except
for special pedestrian signals carrying a word or legend, and said lights shall
indicate and apply to drivers of vehicles and pedestrians as follows:
(1) Green indication
(a) ((Vhicuhla- tta )) Vehicle operators facing a circular green signal may proceed straight through or turn right or left unless a sign at such
place prohibits either such turn. But ((.ehicu iar. t,.f, ,i.luding v,..,c.,s))
vehicle operators turning right or left((-.,
shallyiedth ight-of
way)) shall
stop to allow other vehicles ((and-ta)) or pedestrians lawfully within the intersection ((a, an adjac.nt crosswal at th, ties'c..uigal
i L. h,^.il))
control area to complete their movements.
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Vehicle operators facing a green arrow signal,

shown alone or in combination with another indication, may ((catutiously))
enter the intersection control area only to make the movement indicated by
such arrow, or such other movement as is permitted by other indications
, ,h
shown at the same time. ((Sud v,ulai t,.tf shall ,yi
3 u ,,. t
way)) The vehicle operators shall stop to allow other vehicles or pedestrians
g))
lawfully within ((au ajacent cro.swalk and otl... taffic lawfully
the intersection control area to complete their movements.
(c) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal, as provided in RCW 46.61.060 as now or hereafter amended, pedestrians facing any
green signal, except when the sole green signal is a turn arrow, may proceed
across the roadway within any marked or unmarked crosswalk.
(2) Steady yellow indication
uaf)) Vehicle operators facing a steady circular yel(a) ((Vehicula.,
low or yellow arrow signal ((is)) are thereby warned that the related green
movement is being terminated or that a red indication will be exhibited immediately thereafter when vehicular traffic shall not enter the intersection.
(b) Pedestrians facing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal,
unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as provided in RCW
46.61.060 ((as nouw o, l,,,iafte~ amndd ar thrb advised that ther. Li
t iifiati
i shown an
a ed
insu.fficient tim to moss the radway
shall not enter the roadwaybut if
,hallthen taft to cros
,, pd
., ,,*,

pedestrians have begun to cross before the display of either signal, vehicle
operators shall stop to allow them to complete their movements.
(3) Steady red indication
(a) ((Vsehicula- tiaf)) Vehicle operators facing a steady circular red
signal alone shall stop at a clearly marked stop line, but if none, before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection or, if none, then
before entering the intersection control area and shall remain standing until
an indication to proceed is shown((. PROVIDED, That such t,ffi)).
However, the vehicle operators facing a steady circular red signal may, after
stopping ((cautiously)) proceed to make a right turn from a one-way or
two-way street into a two-way street or into a one-way street carrying
traffic in the direction of the right turn; or a left turn from a one-way or
two-way street into a one-way street carrying traffic in the direction of the
left turn; unless a sign posted by competent authority prohibits such movement; but ((Vditlulaf hafiC ,Makin)) vehicle operators planning to make
ight ofl,way)) remain stopped to allow other
such turns shall ((yieltJ
vehicles ((and to pedestrians)) lawfully within or approaching the intersection control area, or approaching pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent
crosswalk ((at the time such osgal is ehibte)), to complete their
movements.
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(b) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as provided
in RCW 46.61.060 as now or hereafter amended, pedestrians facing a
steady circular red signal alone shall not enter the roadway.
(c) ((Vehicula tm .,)) Vehicle operators facing a steady red arrow
indication may not enter the intersection control area to make the movement indicated by such arrow, and unless entering the intersection control
area to make such other movement as is permitted by other indications
shown at the same time, shall stop at a clearly marked stop line, but if none,
before entering a crosswalk on the near side of the intersection control area,
or if none, then before entering the intersection control area and shall remain standing until an indication to make the movement indicated by such
arrow is shown((. PROVIDED, That s
t-.
. .
However, the vehicle
operators facing a steady red arrow indication may, after stopping ((catv
tiou*)) proceed to make a right turn from a one-way or two-way street
into a two-way street or into a one-way street carrying traffic in the direction of the right turn; or a left turn from a one-way street or two-way
street into a one-way street carrying traffic in the direction of the left turn;
unless a sign posted by competent authority prohibits such movement; but
((Yehicula, hraffi. making)) vehicle operators planning to make such turns

shall ((yidd t.e ilgh. of way)) remain stopped to allow other vehicles ((and
to-pedestrians)) lawfully within or approaching the intersection control
area, or approaching pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent crosswalk ((at
th time. suc sinal isL,,t. )),
to complete their movements.
(d) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal, pedestrians facing
a steady red arrow signal indication shall not enter the roadway.
(4) ((In the event)) If an official traffic control signal is erected and
maintained at a place other than an intersection, the provisions of this section shall be applicable except as to those provisions which by their nature
can have no application. Any stop required shall be made at a sign or marking on the pavement indicating where the stop shall be made, but in the

absence of any such sign or marking the stop shall be made at the signal.
Sec. 3. Section 9, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. as amended by
section 20, chapter 62, Laws of 1975 and RCW 46.61.060 are each amended to read as follows:
Whenever ((speia)) pedestrian control signals exhibiting the words
"Walk" or the walking person symbol or "Don't Walk" or the hand symbol
are ((in-place such)) operating, the signals shall indicate as follows:
(1) WALK or walking person symbol-Pedestrians facing such signal

may ((proceed-across)) cross the roadway in the direction of the signal
((and shall be gve.. t rt...of way by the
...f all" v.l.)).ees
trians that begin to cross a roadway while facing such signal shall be
granted the right to complete their crossing by all vehicle operators.
(2) ((STEADY DON'T WALK oi FLASf1ING DON'T WAL " p
stIIaII hlzl star t to crus tI. radway ii., the. dLr.Lctioll of L.tlIthe, sulch
S13081
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walk sinal shiall pocieed to a sidewalk o, safe~ty island whle th don't walk

signal i s--h g)) Steady or flashing DON'T WALK or hand symbolPedestrians shall not enter the roadway, but if pedestrians have begun to
cross before the display of either signal, vehicle operators shall stop to allow
them to complete their movements.
(3) Pedestrian control signals having the "Wait" legend in use on August 6, 1965, shall be deemed authorized signals and shall indicate the same
as the 'Don't Walk' legend. Whenever such pedestrian control signals are
replaced the legend 'Wait" shall be replaced by the legend "Don't Walk " .
Sec. 4. Section 34, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. and RCW 46.61.235 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) When traffic-control signals are not in place or not in operation,
the ((driver)) operator of ((a)) an approaching vehicle shall ((yield the
riht of way, .!uwing du, oi stopping if nd.be to so 3 ,.,)) stop to allow
a pedestrian ((crossing)) to cross the roadway within ((-a)) an unmarked or
marked crosswalk when the pedestrian is upon the half of the roadway upon
which the vehicle is traveling, or when the pedestrian is ((appoaching so
closely -from)) upon the opposite half of the roadway ((as to be indanger))
and moving toward the approaching vehicle.
(2) No pedestrian shall suddenly leave a curb or other place of safety
and walk ((or)), run, or othei wise move into the path of a vehicle which is
so close that it is impossible for the driver to ((yield)) stop.
(3) Subsection (1) ((above-shal)) of this section does not apply under
the conditions stated in RCW 46.61.240 ((subsection)) (2).
(4) Whenever any vehicle is stopped at a marked crosswalk or at any
unmarked crosswalk at an intersection to permit a pedestrian to cross the
roa,.lway, the driver of any other vehicle approaching from the rear shall not
overtake and pass such stopped vehicle.
Sec. 5. Section 35, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. and RCW 46.61.240 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) Every pedestrian crossing a roadway at any point other than within

a marked crosswalk or within an unmarked crosswalk at an intersection
shall yield the right of way to all vehicles upon the roadway.
(2) Where curb ramps exist at or adjacent to intersections or at
marked crosswalks in other locations, disabled persons may enter the roadway from the curb ramps and cross the roadway within or as closely as
practicable to the crosswalk. All other pedestrian rights and duties as defined elsewhere in this chapter remain applicable.
(3 Any pedestrian crossing a roadway at a point where a pedestrian
tunnel or overhead pedestrian crossiig has been provided shall yield the
right of way to all vehicles upon the roadway.
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(((-3))) (4) Between adjacent intersections at which traffic-control signals are in operation pedestrians shall not cross at any place except in a
marked crosswalk.
(((4))) (5) No pedestrian shall cross a roadway intersection diagonally
unless authorized by official traffic-control devices; and, when authorized to
cross diagonally, pedestrians shall cross only in accordance with the official
traffic-control devices pertaining to such crossing movements.
(((5-))) (6) No pedestrian shall cross a roadway at an unmarked crosswalk where an official sign prohibits such crossing.
Sec. 6. Section 37, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. and RCW 46.61.250 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) Where sidewalks are provided it ((shalI-b)) is unlawful for any
pedestrian to walk or otherwise move along and upon an adjacent roadway.
Where sidewalks are provided but wheelchair access is not available, disabled persons who require such access may walk or otherwise move along
and upon an adjacent roadway until they reach an access point in the
sidewalk.
(2) Where sidewalks are not provided any pedestrian walking or otherwise moving along and upon a highway shall, when practicable, walk or
move only on the left side of the roadway or its shoulder facing traffic which
may approach from the opposite direction and upon meeting an oncoming
vehicle shall ((step)) move clear of the roadway.
Sec. 7. Section 43, chapter 62, Laws of 1975 as amended by section 1,
chapter 11, Laws of 1987 and RCW 46.61.266 are each amended to read as
follows:
A law enforcement officer may offer to transport a pedestrian who appears to be under the influence of alcohol or any drug and who is walking or
moving along or within the right of way of a public roadway, unless the pedestrian is to be taken into protective custody under RCW 70.96A.120.
The law enforcement officer offering to transport an intoxicated pedestrian under this section shall:
(1) Transport the intoxicated pedestrian to a safe place; or
(2) Release the intoxicated pedestrian to a competent person.
The law enforcement officer shall take no action if the pedestrian refuses this assistance. No suit or action may be commenced or prosecuted
against the law enforcement officer, law enforcement agency, the state of
Washington, or any political subdivision of the state for any act resulting
from the refusal of the pedestrian to accept this assistance.
Sec. 8. Section 52, chapter 155, Laws of 1965 ex. sess. and RCW 46.61.370 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) The driver of a vehicle upon overtaking or meeting from either direction any school bus which has stopped on the ((highway)) roadway for
the purpose of receiving or discharging any school children shall stop the
[ 1310 1
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vehicle before reaching such school bus when there is in operation on said
school bus a visual signal as specified in RCW 46.37.190 and said driver
shall not proceed until such school bus resumes motion ((o, is signaled by
th ,lol
hoo bus driv, to proced) or the visual signals are no longer
activated.
(2) The driver of a vehicle upon a highway divided into separate roadways as provided in RCW 46.61.150 need not stop upon meeting a school
bus which is proceeding in the opposite direction and is stopped for the
purpose of receiving or discharging school children.
(3) The driver of a vehicle upon a highway with three or more marked
traffic lanes need not stop upon meeting a school bus which is proceeding in
the opposite direction and is stopped for the purpose of receiving or discharging school children.
(((2) Every school bus shall ba, up tl fu.t ad at......
pi
vsle sis
a
the wr.ds "SCHOOl BUS" le
n tter no
less tlan Kl,

uiii,

lelhiLcei
it ' '

d . dditOi shall be equipped wil, vi-

acturated by)) (4) The driver of ((said)) a school bus ((w..ne-but- only
...
eneve, ich v hicle)) shall actuate the visual signals required by RCW
46.37.190 only when such bus is stopped on the ((highway)) roadway for
the purpose of receiving or discharging school children ((,-except.
(a) Vvh1j school chlde do AJotlhave to
lmolssa
iway nd, the bu s-lJ
comp
ouf the. roadway, a,
11 ltel ul the ritaip t~aveled puiio
(b) When ttli.ei bus isasppe.d aLt di int
ecLtUO
iuo o ....
place WlicI tiaffi

ppc

con1 toled b~y a trfi

discarinu .sch

ofi.AL 01 UffiUild thaffiC. COMi,.,u 3igirl

..l hildre and school childieln
...are
..

.

01

id

to cross the

roadway)).
(()3)) (5)The driver of a ((vehitlc-upora hLtigway did,
.tmadwd.ys as JUvidUd in RCV,'e
"
k- ,
hiooul b
I
i h Lis an

lil

d acce

.10U

it.,

ine
not
ul sto

3UjJ4LdLU
s
t riuad wayaUi

lsihliway and the so.luul bas is stoppUd ini

I,
i

a
9ilLLULAAI

WIUII

a loUadtlly MLiC

w ich is a part of at adjacentL Lo such highway aid whelirezLdi
p

s...L a

ei

110t
iju1,,dtt.e to
t.iss
,uadw,)) school bus may stop completely off the
roadway for the purpose of receiving or discharging school children only
when the school children do not have to cross the roadway. The school bus
driver shall actuate the hazard warning lamps as defined in RCW 46.37.215
before loading or unloading school children at such stops.
Sec. 9. Section 8, chapter 100, Laws of 1970 ex. sess. and RCW 46.61.375 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) The driver of a vehicle upon overtaking or meeting from .i-har di-"
rection any private carrier bus which has stopped on the ('th;JghfY)) roadway for the purpose of receiving or discharj,%g.rily passenger shall stop the
vehicle before reaching such private carrier bus when there is in operation
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on said bus a visual signal as specified in RCW 46.37.190 and said driver
shall not proceed until such bus resumes motion ((o, issigriled b, the bu
drive,-to-prac )) or the visual signals are no longer activated.
(2) The driver of a vehicle upon a highway divided into separate roadways as provided in RCW 46.61.150 need not stop upon meeting a private
carrier bus which is proceeding in the opposite direction and is stopped for
the purpose of receiving or discharging passengers.
(3) The driver of a vehicle upon a highway with three or more lanes
need not stop upon meeting a private carrier bus which is proceeding in the
opposite direction and is stopped for the purpose of receiving or discharging
passengers.
(((2) Every

i
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BUS" in
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not kas than.. iginches

letter
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L
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((wh.,v... but oly wh.,su
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the roadway)) private carrier bus may

stop a private carrier bus completely off the roadway for the purpose of receiving or discharging passengers only when the passengers do not have to
cross the roadway. The private carrier bus driver shall actuate the hazard
warning lamps as defined in RCW 46.37.215 before loading or unloading
passengers at such stops.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 10. A new section is added to chapter 46.37
RCW to read as follows:
Every school bus and private carrier bus, in addition to any other
equipment or distinctive markings required by this chapter, shall bear upon
the front, ;ld rear thereof, above the windows thereof, plainly visible signs
containing only-xb words 'school bus" on a school bus and only the words
'private carrier bus; on a "r.'t.carrier bus in letters not less than eight
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inches in height, and in addition shall be equipped with visual signals meeting the requirements of RCW 46.37.190.
NEW SECTION. Sec. 11. A new section is added to Title 28A RCW
to read as follows:
On highways divided into separate roadways as provided in RCW 46.61.150 and highways with three or more marked traffic lanes, public school
district bus routes and private school bus routes shall serve each side of the
highway so that students do not have to cross the highway, unless there is a
traffic control signal as defined in RCW 46.04.600 or an adult crossing
guard within three hundred feet of the bus stop to assist students while
crossing such multiple-lane highways.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1990.
Passed the House March 8, 1990.
Approved by the Governor March 28, 1990.
Filed in Office of Secretary of State March 28, 1990.

CHAPTER 242
[House Bill No. 2475]
LODGING TAX-LIMITATIONS ON USES OF REVENUES
AN ACT Relating to a limitation on license fees and taxes; amending RCW 67.40.100;
and creating a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Washington:
Sec. 1. Section 10, chapter 34, Laws of 1982 as amended by section 25,
chapter 1, Laws of 1988 ex. sess. and RCW 67.40.100 are each amended to
read as follows:
(1) Except as provided in chapters 67.28 and 82.14 RCW and subsection (2) of this section, after January 1, 1983, no city, town, or county in
which the tax under RCW 67.40.090 is imposed may impose a license fee or
tax on the act or privilege of engaging in business to furnish lodging by a
hotel, rooming house, tourist court, motel, trailer camp, or similar facilities
in excess of the rate imposed upon other persons engaged in the business of
making sales at retail as that term is defined in chapter 82.04 RCW.
(2) A city incorporated before January 1, 1982, with a population over
sixty thousand located in a county with a population over one million, other
than the city of Seattle, may impose a special excise tax under the following
conditions:
(a) The proceeds of the tax must be used ((solely)) for the acquisition,
design, ((mnd)) construction, and marketing of convention and trade facilities and may be used for and pledged to the payment of bonds, leases, or
other obligations issued or incurred for such purposes. The proceeds of the
tax may be used for maintenance and operation only as part of a budget
which includes the use of the tax for debt service and marketing.
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